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APPENDIX I
LIGHT ARTILLERY AND ROCKET BATTALION

1.

2. LIMITATIONS.
a.

b.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN.
General.a.

HHB MLRS SVCM1O2

Figure 1. LAR Battalion

I II I I I 1I

Functional descriptions, capabilities and equipment technical data are 
those of the current MLRS, M102 and Battery Computer System (BCS).

PURPOSE. To provide an operational concept for the M102/MLRS Light 
Artillery and Rocket (LAR) Battalion in 9th Infantry Division (Motorized).

Basic doctrine for the organization and employment of the LAR 
Battalion is contained in FM 6-20, FM 6-20-1, FM 6-50 and FM 6-60 (DRAFT). 
This concept is to provide amplification of the current doctrine, tactics, 
techniques and procedures for the employment of a LAR Battalion in the 9th 
Infantry Division (Motorized).

II
FIELD ARTY LAR BNr~

(1) The LAR Battalion is organic to the 9th Infantry Division 
(Motorized). Normally, the LAR Battalion will be in general support of the 
Division with special emphasis to supporting deep attacks. Rear Are’S Combat 
Operations (RACO)and lodgements. The battalion is organized into a 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery (HHB), a Service Battery, two M102 
cannon batteries, and a rocket battery.
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HHB.

d.

b. HHB. The HHB contains maintenance, supply, survey, communications, 
fire direction and operations sections. Those elements required to support 
the firing batteries will be located forward in the zone of action. The 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery of this organization provides the same 
services as any other battalion HHB.

(2) The LAR Battalion is designed to provide the Division Commander 
fires with which to Influence the battle. These fires may be reinforcing or 
general support fires to weight committed maneuver units and provide 
counterfire and interdiction fires. These operations would be in support of 
deep attacks, lodgements, RACO, and operations on the flanks, as well as fires 
in direct support of CBAA in its role as a maneuver brigade. The LAR 
Battalion TOC is an artillery command and control headquarters which can 
perform all four of the standard field artillery missions. It is ideally 
suited to serve as the alternate DIVARTY TOC and a Mutual Support Unit (MSU) 
for DIVARTY or any of the direct support battalions. Additionally, fire 
support elements and teams organized within the HHB will provide fire support 
coordination for CBAA and DISCOM.

Cannon Battery. Each cannon battery is organized with six howitzer 
sections. The battery is capable of conducting airmobile operations and is 
able to operate either as part of a battalion or in an autonomous mode. 
Logistical support (maintenance, supply) is provided from the battery trains 
location. The battery has a communication section to establish and maintain 
wire and radio communications. The battery also has one ammunition section to 
assist service ammunition vehicles in the movement of ammunition from forward 
located ammunition transfer points to the battery’s howitzers. The limited 
amount of ammunition haul capacity in the HMMWV prime movers make coordination 
of the ammunition resupply effort extremely critical to the operation and 
responsiveness of the battery.

c. Service Battery. The Service Battery is the focal point for the 
battalion's personnel and logistics effort. The battery coordinates five 
functional areas: personnel; rations; Petroleum, Oils and Lubricants (POL); 
ammunition; and maintenance. The Personnel and Administration Center (PAC), 
although a part of HHB, habitually collocates with service battery as part of 
the Administration Logistics Center.

e. MLRS Battery. The MLRS Battery is self-sufficient in most respects 
and requires little support from its parent organization. This capability for 
autonomous operations is a necessity as the MLRS battery may frequently be 
assigned missions different from its parent organization. The battery 
consists of a headquarters platoon, survey section, fire direction section, 
ammunition platoon, and three firing platoons with three Self-Propelled 
Launcher Loaders (SPLL) each. The headquarters platoon is organized with a 
battery HQ, supply and maintenance sections to sustain the battery during 
normal operations. The battery headquarters provides command and control to 
include coordination of internal and external administrative and logistic 
requirements, NBC activities, and maintenance of C-E equipment. Logistical 
support is provided from the battery trains area. The battery survey section 
provides survey control for the subordinate firing platoons by establishing . 
one or more Platoon Area Survey Points (PASP) in each firing platoon area. 
The FDC provides tactical control of the three firing platoons to include



k. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT.
General.a.

b. Operational Employment.

Command and Control.c.

(1) The Light Artillery & Rocket Battalion (LAR) is uniquely 
organized; however, all the inherent responsibilities of the standard 
artillery missions still apply.

(2) The LAR Battalion will be employed in all geographical areas and 
under all climatic conditions defined in AR 70-38.

(1) The LAR Battalion is operationally deployed to provide all types 
of fires in General Support of the division and to committed maneuver 
brigades. The battalion is capable of fulfilling the inherent requirements of 
the standard field artillery missions providing conventional light cannon and 
rocket fire as required.

position coordination and a link to controlling FA HQs. The ammunition 
platoon provides Class V support to the firing platoons by drawing all MLRS 
fl^nnnln^ ft on from Division ATPs. Each of the three firing platoons has a 
platoon HQ with fire direction capabilities and three firing sections, each 
capable of receiving a fire mission, determining fire data, and launching up 
to 12 rockets per mission.

(3) The established command relationships and assigned tactical 
missions will dictate the headquarters responsible for fire planning for the 
battalion. When providing fires in support of the entire force, fire planning 
and positioning for the LAR Battalion is accomplished by the Division 
Artillery.

(2) The LAR Battalion’s employment is dictated by the
characteristics of its weapon systems and elements of METT-T. The LAR 
Battalion is designed to be employed primarily as a battalion or as a 
battalion (-). The howitzer batteries may be detached from their parent 
organization for the purpose of attachment to another field artillery 
battalion when additional fire support is required and the assignment of a 
tactical mission to the entire LAR battalion is not practical. Conversely, 
the LAR Battalion may also accept attachment of non-organic howitzer batteries 
in order to satisfy its tactical mission requirements. Elements of the LAR 
Battalion are Ideally suited for the RACO mission, deep attack, or DS to the 
CBAA in a maneuver brigade role. The LAR Battalion (-MLRS) is a normal 
configuration for DS role to the CBAA.

(1) Command and control of the LAR Battalion does not differ 
significantly from current doctrine set forth in FM 6-20, FM 6-20-1, and TC 
6-50-1. It is facilitated by TACFIRE, BCS and Lightweight TACFIRE (under 
development).



Tactical Control.d.

(6) In the event of normal computer displacement or a total TACFIRE 
computer failure, the LAR Battalion is capable of becoming the MSU for DIVARTY 
or another FA battalion.

(2) The Division Artillery Headquarters provides fire planning, 
positioning planning and coordination for the Battalion and all its elements 
in general support or general support reinforcing.

(4) On rare occasions, the MLRS battery may be given the mission to 
reinforce another DS Battalion headquarters. It must be understood that the 
assignment of such a decentralized mission is inconsistent with the MLRS 
unit’s ability to establish liaison and communications and may also deny the 
Division Commander a significant fire support asset needed in another area of 
the battlefield.

(5) Non-standard missions associated with MLRS Include providing 
direct response to a target acquisition system or "providing individual 
platoon" support to a particular maneuver force, normally brigade level. As 
is the case with cannon artillery, the assignment of a non-standard tactical 
mission must be carefully weighed by the Division Artillery Headquarters in 
light of its impact on current and future operations. It is a responsibility 
of the Division Artillery Headquarters to continuously monitor the status of 
the MLRS unit to Insure its capability to provide the support required without 
unacceptable impact on overall operations.

(2) The Command and Control organization of the MLRS battery is 
manned and equipped to normally provide DS Fires to the CBAA or General 
Support (GS) fires for the Division Commander. With some modification of the 
inherent responsibilities to establish liaison and communications, the MLRS 
unit may, on occasion, be assigned a modified reinforcing mission. The MLRS 
battery, like a cannon unit, should be capable of executing non-standard 
tactical missions provided the missions have been assigned in consideration of 
system characteristics. See FM 6-60 (DRAFT) for amplification of these 
missions and capabilities.

(3) The MLRS Battery does not possess a liaison element and is 
therefore not capable of performing the liaison responsibility of the GSR 
mission without augmentation. When reinforcing a US artillery headquarters, 
the responsibility of communications (quick fire channel) is accomplished by 
operations on a mutually agreed upon net (either digital or voice). It must 
be noted that if this net is other than the force artillery command or 
operations net, the MLRS unit will be able to maintain communications with its 
parent battalion or controlling agency with only a single mode of 
communications (digital or voice, depending on the mode selected for the quick 
fire channel).

(1) The LAR Battalion is responsible for Interface with supporting 
target acquisition assets, coordination of meteorological data requirements 
and for fire planning for the Cavalry Brigade Air Attack (CBAA) and the 
DISCOM. Fire support assets for the CBAA and the DISCOM are assigned to the 
LAR Battalion.



Technical Control.e.

control.

(4) Although the cannon batteries may be attached to a FA battalion 
to support a phase of maneuver, the MLRS battery will normally remain under 
the control of the parent battalion or Division Artillery Headquarters.

(5) Tactical control of the MLRS Battery will be exercised by the 
LAR Battalion Headquarters or the Division Artillery Headquarters. Tactical 
control Includes the establishment of an organized Interface with the 
supported maneuver headquarters, coordination of terrain utilization, MLRS 
fire planning and fire mission or unit selection. Interface with supporting 
target acquisition unlts/assets, and coordination of survey, meteorology and 
combat service support for subordinate units.

(7) The MLRS Battery FDC Is capable of receiving fire missions and 
orders directly from Division Artillery, designated target acquisition 
agencies, or other designated TACFIRE headquarters. The Battery FDC Is 
responsible for target analysis, selection of the firing unit, down range mask 
checks, and transmission of fire orders. Transmission of the fire order to 
the on-board fire control system of a self-propelled launcher loader 
constitutes the hand-off from tactical to technical control.

(1) Each firing battery possesses Its own capability for technical 
Primary technical fire control for the MLRS Is contained In the 

on-board fire control system. Primary technical fire control for the cannon 
units Is accomplished by Battery Fire Direction Centers. The battalion will 
provide back-up capability for the cannon units. There Is no back-up system 
for MLRS other than sending the mission to another SPLL.

(3) M102 or MLRS fire units may be dedicated to individual
acquisition sources for employment within established guidelines. A direct 
interface will exist between the MLRS FDS and the AN/TPQ-37 Artillery Locating 
Radar (Q—37) by the 1985 timeframe. However, this link should be used 
judiciously, that is, only on rare occasions during surge conditions and only 
for limited periods of time. The use of this link eliminates all 
TACFIRE-equipped headquarters (DIVARTY and GS battalion) from the fire support 
decision process and risks the expenditure of large amounts of ammunition on 
what may be relatively low value targets. As the Q-37 gains the capability to 
prioritize targets and to address messages to multiple subscribers, the direct 
link to the MLRS battery will become a more viable option. This would then 
permit highly responsive Immediate counterfire against targets which meet 
certain commander’s criteria while reserving the bulk of targets for 
processing through normal TACFIRE channels. The requirement for MLRS units to 
interface with target acquisition agencies will always Include specific 
constraints as to duration of time or rounds to be expended in such support.

(6) Although the MLRS battery is relatively self-sufficient, it 
requires external support in the areas of starting survey control, meteorology 
messages, and common combat service support activities (supplies, maintenance, 
personnel replacement, and medical). This support is provided or coordinated 
by the controlling headquarters. In most instances, survey and MET support 
will be accomplished by controlling headquarters assets. Combat service 
support is normally provided from assets of the DISCOM.



f. Communications.

radio.

Survey.8-

(2) Cannon batteries vlll be capable of dispersing up to 1600 meters 
laterally and operating from commands computed on the Battery Computer System 
(BCS) and transmitted by wire or radio.

(6) MLRS Internal communications are performed exclusively on FM 
Batteries are provided with two Internal nets, a Battery Fire 

Direction (Digital-secure) and a Battery Command Fire (voice-secure). The 
Battery Command Fire net is used for command and control of battery elements, 
but because of the number of subscribers, net discipline is critical and 
should be stressed in training.

(2) External voice nets for the battalion do not significantly 
differ from those addressed in FM 6-20-1 except for the fire support system 
which will be addressed separately.

(5) MLRS Batteries are capable of operating on only one external 
digital net at a time. Operational communications, especially, for liaison 
must occur through the parent battalion, or on voice secure, dependent upon 
controlling headquarters (Battalion or DIVARTY) and mission assignments.

(1) The present VRC-12 series of radios, the AN/PRC-68 Small Unit 
Transceivers (SUT) and the Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio Subsystem 
(SINCGARS) are expected to support the bulk of the communications 
requirements. Each M102 will be equipped with the AN/PRC 68 Small Unit 
Transceiver (SUT) plus conventional wire. Each MLRS SPLL will be equipped 
with an AN/VRC 47 until SINCGARS is available.

(4) MLRS communications are compatible with TACFIRE with two 
exceptions: the SPLL is unable to directly interface with TACFIRE although it 
can communicate digitally with TACFIRE through either the Insecure PLDMD or 
the battery/battalion FDS; the PLDMD is unable to digitally Interface with the 
TACFIRE in a secure mode (PLDMD and SPLL both employ a KY-57 voice security 
device and TACFIRE employs a KG-31 digital security device). This situation 
will be corrected with adoption of secure equipment in development.

(3) The battalion communicates internally via VHF/FM Radio. Wire is 
available; however, its use from the battalion down to the batteries and 
internally within the cannon/MLRS battery will be limited due to the high 
mobility of the supported units and the anticipated distance between the 
batteries and the battalion headquarters. Communications within the cannon 
battery, and the FDC, and between firing sections will be primarily by the 
PRC-68 SUT radio. Wire is recognized as the preferred means of communication 
and will continue to be used as the situation permits. However, the SUT will 
greatly facilitate movement/convoy control and emergency/unplanned 
occupations. The SUT radio does not provide speech secure transmission; 
however, its limited range should preclude the need for off-line encryption 
and decryption. The SUT provides the needed wireless digital interface 
between the BCS and the Gun Display Unit (GDU) on each howitzer.



Meteorological Support.h.

Reconnaissance Select ion and Occupation of Position (RSOP).1.

Displacements.j.

6-20-1.
(1) Displacement options are identical to those discussed in FM 
Options selected are a function of the factors of METT-T and the 

units’ standing operating procedures.

(2) 105mm howitzer units occasionally may be placed OPCON to
maneuver units for the purposes of movement to a lodgement site, during a deep 
attack, during a military operation in urban terrain (MOUT), or for Rear Area 
Combat Operations (RACO). During the situations previously mentioned, 
reconnaissance will probably not be possible. When reconnaissance is not 
possible, some form of security should be obtained from the supported force.

(2) Until the receipt of MDS, MET messages are transmitted to firing 
units by FM radio through digital mode.

(1) The battalion receives "MET" support from the target acquisition 
battery general support platoon. Initially Rawin metro will be available 
until receipt of the Meteorological Data System (MDS) planned for FY 1987.

(1) Firing accuracy of both cannon units and the MLRS batteries is 
dependent upon accurate position and direction control. However, the MLRS 
does have an on-board stabilization reference platform to provide directional 
control and the capability to carry position location up to eight kilometers 
from an established known survey point.

(2) With proliferation of the position and azimuth determining 
system (PADS) already in limited issue in the 9ID(MTZ), position location and 
direction will be available for all units with a minimum of survey personnel. 
Priorities for PADS teams will be cannon positions, MLRS platoon area survey 
points, offset registration points, proposed positions and alternate firing 
points.

(3) MLRS requirements for survey will also be satisfied by PADS. A 
PADS will be organic to the MLRS battery. MLRS SPLLs will require Platoon 
Area Survey Points (PASP) for each platoon area of operations (three SPLL 
firing area). PASP accuracy should be equal to or less than 25 meters radial 
error. PASPs must be located to permit a SPLL to drive up and stop next to or 
over the point. MLRS units will also require periodic calibration. Two 
survey control points are in the vicinity of each platoon area to support crew 
conducted calibration of the on-board navigation system. The points must be 
2.5 to 4.0 kilometers apart with no more than one (1) meter radial error per 
1000 meters traveled between the two points. Hasty survey techniques are 
possible following procedures contained in FM 6-2.

(1) The procedures, techniques and considerations involved in RSOP 
of elements of the LAR Battalion are virtually identical to those described in 
FM 6-20-1. Exceptions should only apply to the peculiarities of MLRS which 
can be found in FM 6-60 (DRAFT).
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k. Security.

Combat Service Support.1.

(3) Units supporting maneuver elements will displace upon change of 
mission or at the direction of the supported maneuver commander. Regardless 
of who Initiates displacement, the displacement and proposed or new location 
must be reported to the parent battalion ASAP.

(2) Displacement will normally be conducted by battery or platoon. 
Smaller units or Individual sections may displace, but that Is a function of 
weapon system characteristics and/or METT-T. Rapid long range displacement by 
air may require prime movers to be moved separately by ground convoy If lift 
for all assets Is not available.

Water Is drawn from the support battalion water
It Is maintained In water cans, collapsible 55 gallon 

drums and water trailers. With only one water trailer per battery maximum use 
Is made of cans and collapsible drums.

(3) Both MLRS and cannon units have limited automatic weapons 
capability and should avoid decisive engagement. Every effort will be made to 
obtain guided anti-armor projectiles and a stabilized and discarding sabot 
anti-armor round to enhance survivability.

(2) Water. 
distribution point.

(2) 105mm cannon units have an advantage In direct and Indirect fire
power but a disadvantage due to the lack of armor. They may also face the 
disadvantage of dispersal In that they may not have numerical advantage or 
unit Integrity.

(1) Class I. Class I requirements are supported using the battalion 
feeding concept. The ration cycle consists of two combat Meal-Ready-To-Eat 
(MRE) rations and one hot (tray) ration per day. MRE ration are delivered by 
Service Battery during normal supply operations or picked up by the battery as 
the situation dictates. Hot rations are centrally prepared at battalion level 
In the combat trains, using the Company Level Field Feeding Kit (CLFFK), and 
delivered to the batteries and supporting elements In heat retaining tray 
packs (using battery organic HMMWVs).

(4) Class V. Ammunition Is provided from Ammunition Transfer Points 
(ATP) established by the support battalions of the DISCOM. All battery and 
battalion ammunition trucks are managed by the Service Battery Commander and 
Ammunition Officer who coordinates the pickup and distribution of ammunition.

(3) Class III. POL Is delivered from the POL distribution point to 
the forward elements by the battalion supply section. It can be delivered to 
unit positions, or provided at an appropriate location along the route of 
march to the next unit position.

(1) MLRS units are not organized to perform self-defense. Their 
light armor protection and shoot and scoot techniques provide a capability to 
avoid engagement. Survival will depend primarily upon the ability to break 
contact.



Survivability.m.

Reduce crew fatigue through movement of Class V supplies within

Provide earth moving capability to increase crew and equipment

(a)
the battery.

Control Is maintained using FM radios in the lead vehicle of each ammunition 
convoy, providing the necessary interface between the ATP, service battery and 
firing batteries.

one 
capabilities

(1) Each M102 battery and the service battery will he equipped with 
small emplacement excavator (SEE). This SEE will provide the following 

to the units:

(5) Medical'. Medical support is provided by a trauma treatment 
section and combat casualty extraction teams allocated from the DIVARTY 
medical detachment. Casualty extraction teams in the firing batteries and 
service battery provide emergency medical treatment and evacuate casualties to 
the trauma treatment section located In the combat trains, or in the service 
battery trains. Casualties requiring further treatment are evacuated by 
division or corps medical support units further to the rear.

(b)
survivability through field fortification construction.

(2) Each SEE will ideally incorporate a backhoe, bucketloader, and 
forklift. The backhoe will be on the rear of the vehicle while the
bucketloader and forklift will be used interchangeably at the front.


